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Included in the MAT 6.10 Maintenance Release:

• Validate Codes containing "/". Display a clearer error message when VSAC cannot retrieve a code

• Correction for CQL Errors Failing to Display on QDM Measure Load in CQL Editor

• Now able to add CQL Library in includes section(helper UI) when search is not specific to Library name

• FHIR Measures: Do not require that all functions have a parameter

• Allow user to create new measure when the CQL library name provided already exists, after they’ve corrected the library name

• Timezone Display on History UI should be UTC
Included in the MAT 6.10 Release:

• FHIR - Function/Define Return Type no longer disappears on Save for one measure

• FHIR - Includes UI: Adding FHIRHelpers no longer adds nonexistent version

• Harp support page should display for a revoked user

• With FHIR toggle Off, New CQL Libraries create FHIR model
Contact Us

The MAT can be accessed from the MAT public web site [here](#).

Detailed release notes are located [here](#) on the MAT public web site, under the Training and Resources page.

The MAT support team is available to answer questions and to provide user support.

Please continue to contact MAT Support through the Bonnie and MAT Issue Tracker here: [https://oncprojecttracking.healthit.gov/support/projects/BONNIEMAT/summary](https://oncprojecttracking.healthit.gov/support/projects/BONNIEMAT/summary).